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ABSTRACT
The combination of theory-based and practical hands-on learning
represents a powerful approach for cybersecurity education. Placing the student in the adversarial mindset strengthens this approach
and is commonly exercised in network penetration testing, reverse
engineering, and binary exploitation coursework. In this paper,
we present an undergraduate mobile and wireless security course
design that balances theoretical learning with a hands-on and adversarial thinking approach. Our course consists of inter-woven
lectures and lab sessions. Labs consist of contemporary attacks
against radio-frequency (RF) enabled hardware, Internet of Things
(IoT) �rmware, and wireless protocols. In the culmination exercise,
the students attack a �awed RF protocol implemented on GnuRadio
to allow students to demonstrate their knowledge synthesis. We
believe that sharing this experience will prove valuable for instructors who wish to introduce adversarial thinking into mobile and
wireless security courses while overcoming the challenge of remote
students.
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INTRODUCTION

Several recent high-pro�le attacks have exploited design and implementation �aws in wireless and mobile protocols. Notable examples include a clone attack against the Tesla Bluetooth Key Fob,
an iPhone radio-proximity exploit, a Ring Doorbell cryptographic
design �aw, and an eavesdropping attack against the LTE cellular
protocol [6, 27, 29, 39]. Mobile and wireless connectivity has become omnipresent in our lives, integrating everything from our
homes, automobiles, workplaces, and tracking right down to our
�tness habits over a variety of RF protocols. As we begin integrating
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Internet-of-Things (IoT) into our homes and Industrial IoT (IIoT)
into our workplaces, there is a greater demand for a workforce that
can design, implement, test, and verify secure wireless and mobile
protocols.
However, a survey of cybersecurity education papers noted that
cybersecurity courses predominately focus on secure programming,
network security monitoring, ethical hacking, human aspects, cryptography, and authentication [45]. While each of these topics contributes to understanding mobile and wireless cybersecurity, few
university courses explore mobile and wireless cybersecurity as
an independent course. We hypothesize that this may be due to
continually updating standards, novel attack vectors, and hardware
demands that complicate the study of mobile and wireless cybersecurity. Ultimately, instructors do not want to be the aging professor
teaching WEP RC4 �aws as a novel attack vector in 2020, 16 years
after the cryptographic method was deprecated.
We hypothesize that leveraging adversarial thinking presents a
solution to the unique challenges of implementing a hands-on mobile and wireless cybersecurity course. Modern adversarial thinking
or red-teaming traces its military roots to General Van Riper, a military strategist who succeeded with an unconventional strategy
against technologically superior military forces in a $250 million
dollar war game [18]. Hamman et al. describe adversarial thinking as
the ability to engage in strategic reasoning and present approaches
for developing this mindset in the classroom [19]. Embracing this
mindset has shown promise in achieving educational outcomes
for network security and ethical hacking courses [46]. Adversary
thinking synthesizes an understanding of technology capabilities,
embracing unconventional perspectives and the ability to reason
vulnerabilities.
In this paper, we share a detailed description of the design, course
modules, and hands-on labs for an undergraduate mobile and wireless cybersecurity course with an emphasis on developing an adversarial mindset. Further, we explore the challenges of implementing
this curriculum via remote learning due to the constraints of the
recent novel coronavirus. This paper makes the following contributions:
(1) We share our experiences, lessons learned, and materials for
embracing an adversary thinking focused course on mobile
and wireless cybersecurity.
(2) We discuss the challenges of remote learning on experiential and cooperative learning methods and our experience
overcoming these challenges in a mobile and wireless cybersecurity course.
Organization: Section 2 investigates previous work related to gami�cation and practice-based wireless coursework. In Section 3, we
provide an overview of our course and the design approach. Section

4 examines the course labs. Section 5 o�ers insight and examines
future challenges. Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.

2

PRIOR WORK

Previous works have explored the bene�ts of gami�cation in cybersecurity education [11, 13, 22, 47, 52] Švábenskỳ et al. discussed
games for creating an adversarial mindset in an ethical hacking
focused cybersecurity course [46]. While mobile, cellular, and wireless Security are NSA CAE Cyber Operations academic requirements [33], these subjects have not been deeply explored using a
gami�cation approach. A review of 1,748 papers from SIGCSE and
ITiCSE identi�ed reverse engineering, network security monitoring, and ethical hacking as the most routinely addressed topics [45].
Further, educators have used classroom capture-the-�ag (CTF) competitions to encourage greater cooperation and interest in cybersecurity topics [11]. Burns et al. analyzed 3,600 security challenges
from CTF competitions, identifying a focus on cryptography, penetration testing of web vulnerabilities, reverse engineering, forensic
analysis, and binary exploitation [10].
Arguably, instructors do not embrace gami�cation for mobile and
wireless cybersecurity to the same degree as these topics. Continually updating mobile and wireless protocol standards, novel attack
vectors, hardware demands and the complexity of constructing
lab environments complicate the di�cult of creating gami�ed education environments for mobile and wireless cybersecurity. Open
source platforms and SDRs o�er a promising approach for hands-on
mobile and wireless cybersecurity education. Bazdresch describes
classroom experiments for SDRs [5]. Sahin et al. describes a handson graduate course lectures with labs approach that encouraged
students to implement various attack mitigation techniques on
SDRs [41].
Outside academia, wireless CTFs exist as the DEFCON, and
ShmooCon hacker conferences have hosted multiple wireless CTF
competitions. The DEFCON competition focused on static skill development investigating signal processing [20]. The ShmooCon
competition provided contestants with a dynamic competition forcing competitors to reverse engineer and synthesize the signal for a
wireless shock collar [23]. Both CTFs leveraged software-de�ned
radios and the open-source GnuRadio platform.

3

COURSE OVERVIEW AND DESIGN

This section describes the course model for our undergraduate
mobile and wireless cybersecurity course. The course meets twice a
week for 75 minutes sessions over 15 weeks. It is the third course in
a sequence of six courses created to meet the outcomes of the CAE
Cyber Operations Knowledge Units [33]. The course addresses the
speci�c CAE Knowledge Units M5: Cellular & Mobile Technologies
and O2: Wireless Security. Based on these standards and the course
design, student outcomes include the following:
(1) Students will be able to perform signal processing to be able
to analyze a signal of unknown origin, reverse engineer the
protocol, and synthesize a signal for replaying.
(2) Students will be able to describe and demonstrate the vulnerabilities with ine�ective mechanisms for encryption and
authentication in RF-based protocols, including WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Zwave, LoRa, GSM, and LTE.

Table 1: The course balances theory-based lessons with practical labs and contemporary research.
Lesson
RF Signal Processing
RF Protocol Analysis
WiFi MAC Layer
WiFi Cryptography
IoT Vulnerabilities
ZigBee Protocol
Zwave Protocol
Bluetooth Protocol
GSM Protocol
LTE Protocol

Supporting Lab
Lab 1
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Lab 4
Lab 5
Lab 5
Lab 5
Instructor demo
Instructor demo

References
[35]
[37, 42]
[15, 34]
[48–51]
[7, 12, 21]
[31, 54]
[3, 17]
[1, 24, 44]
[9, 32, 36, 38]
[8, 30, 39, 40]

(3) Students will be able to describe the interaction of elements
within a mobile architecture and end-to-end delivery of a
signal between di�erent generations of cellular and mobile
network technologies.
Apart from meeting the NSA CAE Cyber Operations outcomes,
we grounded the course in pedagogical theory and teaching practice.
We focused these e�orts on increasing adversarial thinking through
gami�cation, experiential, and collaborative learning. As this is
the third course in the sequence, previous courses have primed
students for solving problems with an unconventional approach in
an adversarial mindset.
In Section 4.1, we describe engaging students in semester-long
CTF game. We balance gami�cation and a cooperative learning
environment due to our concerns about the impact of competitive
environments on historically marginalized populations in cybersecurity education. With respect to instructional strategies, although
males have shown to learn best in competitive environments with
clear winners, females are more receptive to collaborative learning
environments as they tend to be more mastery-oriented [4, 43].
Further, belongingness has been key for emotional and behavioral
engagement across multiple institutions in STEM [53].
Finally, we embrace experiential learning by leveraging IoT devices to illustrate aspects of the curriculum (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, and Zwave protocols). We selected this on the �nding of
Chothia et al., who found that the current low level of IoT device
security lends itself well to cybersecurity education since basic vulnerabilities are easy to �nd with few prerequisite skills, increasing
student satisfaction [13].
The course topics, listed in Table 1, increase in di�culty building from an analysis of processing simple on-o�-keying RF signals
to attacking complex cellular protocol designs. To support each
lesson, we discuss both theory and contemporary attacks listed
referenced in the table. We follow a lecture with labs model where
each theory-based lesson corresponds to a practical lab. To avoid
illegal transmission of GSM or LTE cellular tra�c that would interfere with other university students, these labs are illustrated by a
series of instructor demonstrations during course lectures against
a GSM base station under the instructor’s control.

4

COURSE IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the course implementation, including the
semester-long CTF competition, the course labs, and necessary infrastructure. As the course occurred during the novel coronavirus
time, the following section also addresses the methods for implementing remote learning.

4.1

Semester-Long CTF Competition

In place of static homework assignments, we organized a semesterlong CTF competition to reinforce the course topics. The use of
capture-the-�ag events has o�ered promise in creating learner enthusiasm and involvement in binary reverse engineering, exploit
development, and network penetration testing topic areas [2, 47, 52].
Based on the simple portal, ease of con�guration, and automated
system scoring engine - we implemented our CTF on the CTFd
framework [14]. The instructor released �ve challenges per week,
with point values from 100 to 500 points. The di�culty of challenges ranged from static analysis of a signal to dynamic fuzzing of
an emulated device. To remotely o�er dynamic challenges, we constructed Docker [25] containers to emulate several di�erent device
types. The purpose of these more dynamic challenges was to force
students to embrace unconventional perspectives. For example, the
500 point Bluetooth challenge contained a bu�er over-read vulnerability in the spirit of the HeartBleed [26]. Students succeeded
by forging Bluetooth frames an incorrect header length in L2CAP
Echo Requests. Coincidentally, we released this challenge about
the same time as CVE-2020-24490 [28] (a Bluetooth vulnerability in
Android Kernel that stemmed from a bu�er over�ow in Bluetooth
5 advertisement frames.)
Figure 1 depicts the solve rates for each of the challenges. The
�rst 100% solved challenge (Lab-Intro-100) asked students to open
a GnuRadio �le sink and measure signal amplitude. The two challenges with the least solve rate (31.5%) challenged students to craft
ZigBee and Zwave frames to exploit simulated devices. A quarter
of the students completed 100% of the challenges. Although not
assigned homework, we required students to give their best e�ort
towards challenges by using their CTF score to determine a class
participation grade (worth 10% of the overall course.) This approach
helped to balance intrinsically motivated students who found the
competition to be gimmicky. To avoid added pressure of the scoreboard, we explained that students who scored three challenges or
more weekly would receive outstanding marks.

4.2

Course Labs

The �ve course labs were conducted in a cooperative learning
environment with instructor assigned groups. Each lab focused on
building student con�dence and understanding of course topics
by embracing an adversarial thinking approach. In contrast, the
�nal lab provided an individual challenge for course concepts by
attacking a novel protocol.
4.2.1 Lab 1: Rapid Radio Reversing. This lab introduced students
to the concept of reverse engineering RF signals using softwarede�ned radios. The instructor shipped remote students a softwarede�ned radio and instructed them to study a remote control device
in their environment by reverse-engineering the device’s RF signal.

Students selected various devices, including car key fobs, garage
door openers, doorbells, power outlets, and remote-controlled cars.
First, the students researched the device’s frequency by looking up
the FCC database’s device identi�er. They then used a softwarede�ned radio and Universal Radio Hacker [37] software suite to
identify the modulation scheme. Finally, students constructed a
GnuRadio �ow-graph to encode and synthesize a signal. This lab
helped to build enthusiasm for remote instruction as students
shared Snapchat videos of themselves analyzing the devices in
their homes as depicted in Figure 2.
4.2.2 Lab 2: Wireless Denial-of-Service. This lab covered the basics
of understanding 802.11 control, management, and data frames. The
instructor divided the students into four teams, giving each group a
Raspberry Pi connected to a WiFi access point (AP). The instructor
then showed the lab scoreboard, which recorded points from the
Raspberry Pi remained connected to the AP. Next, the instructor
demonstrated how the scoreboard stopped scoring points for an
individual team when they disconnected their Raspberry Pi. The
instructor explained the goal: to have the highest score at the end of
the lab. Students remotely interacted with the over a virtual private
network (VPN) tunnel. Once connected to the VPN, students could
log in to a lab machine with a WiFi radio capable of monitoring and
spoo�ng 802.11 frames. Many paths existed to success, including a
coarse-grained approach of forging malicious control tra�c (e.g.,
CTS and RTS �oods.) Additionally, students could apply a more
�ne-grained method of crafting unencrypted management tra�c
(e.g., de-authentication frames and false beacons.) However, the
real key to success became the ability to score more points by
eavesdropping and replaying the unencrypted data frame, which
contained a key that each Raspberry Pi periodically sent to the
scoreboard server. By analyzing the lab vulnerabilities instead of
just applying attack techniques, these students realized they could
substantially outscore their opponents.
4.2.3 Lab 3: Wireless Intrusion Detection System. After exploring
di�erent contemporary methodologies for attacking WiFi networks’
cryptographic schemes [48–50], we shifted the paradigm and asked
students to become the network defenders. In this lab, students
wrote an intrusion detection system to identify an attacker on the
WiFi network. The instructor gave students sample code for passively eavesdropping on the wireless medium and parsing 802.11
frame headers. The students must transform this code into a working wireless intrusion detection system. For example, a snippet of
student code in Listing 1 identi�es when de-authentication frames
are spoofed to force a WPA2 4-way handshake to occur (as a precursor to a brute-force attack that calculates the pairwise transient
key.) The only real path to success in this lab is a strong understanding of the methodology an attacker uses to compromise WiFi
cryptography. For example, several teams analyzed the source code
of the aircrack-ng to understand how it implemented various attack techniques. This lab helped reinforce a course theme that an
adversary mindset can empower a strong defense.
4.2.4 Lab 4: IoT Firmware Backdoor Creation. This lab familiarized students with the methods of IoT �rmware analysis. Students
learned techniques for unpacking IoT �rmware, mounting compressed �lesystems, and analyzing �rmware forensic artifacts in the

Figure 1: Our course included a remotely available, semester-long capture-the-�ag competition, which included problems with
varying degree of di�culty.
backdoor account, repacked, and �ashed the backdoored �rmware
sample onto an existing camera system. During the lab, the instructor split students into teams and tasked each group to �nd and
download �rmware samples on vendor support sites. The instructor
challenged students to modify the downloaded samples to include a
malicious backdoor to replicate a software supply chain attack. Students choose di�erent types of devices, including doorbells, camera
systems, and video surveillance recorders. The instructor explained
that the other teams would gain access to their samples and receive
extra points to identify the modi�ed backdoor following the lab.
The teams turned in several creative approaches for concealing
their backdoors. These approaches included adding remote service
accounts, inserting arbitrary command injection into web processes,
hijacking benign device processes for C2 channels, and constructing
remote access toolkits activated by port-knocking.

Figure 2: We observed students’ enthusiasm rose as they
shared Snapchat videos of reverse-engineering RF signals in
their home environments.
Listing 1: Embracing an adversary mindset simpli�ed the
process of detecting attacks during the WiFi IDS lab.
if pkt.type == TYPE_MGT:
if pkt.subtype == 12:
print(f Deauthentication Frame\n
f [802.11 Data: Subtype:{pkt.subtype}
f \tDest:{pkt.addr1}
f \n\tSender: {pkt.addr2}
f \n\tBSSID: {pkt.addr3} )

previous lesson. To demonstrate this methodology, the instructor
unpacked and analyzed several �rmware samples containing malicious backdoors. At the lesson’s culminating point, the instructor
unpacked a benign �rmware sample for a camera system, added a

4.2.5 Lab 5: IoT RF Protocol Investigation. This lab embraced an
open-ended approach of student-led activity for inquiry-based student problem-solving. After exploring the various �aws in ZigBee,
Zwave, Bluetooth, and LoRa protocols, we granted remote access to
a lab that contained approximately �fty di�erent smart home IoT
devices. These devices included cameras, doorbells, motion sensors,
locks, environmental sensors, lights, and digital assistants. The
instructor challenged the students to identify and research an individual device for potential security vulnerabilities based on their
understanding of previous vulnerabilities. Students accessed remote
terminals with the hardware described in Section 4.3, capable of
monitoring devices. We observed increased student anxiety during
this phase as students felt the pressure to solve an open-ended
problem. We approached this problem carefully and partnered with
students to help create experiments. As an example, we partnered
with a student who wished to explore ZigBee key pre-provisioning
by �nding suitable equipment and software to eavesdrop on a ZigBee device pairing. Recognizing the constraints of remote learning,
we took a more deliberate coaching approach during this lab than
we would have during in-person learning.
4.2.6 Final Lab: Final Lightweight Protocol (FLiP). By the end of
the �ve labs, students understood secure designs for mobile and

Listing 2: Simulating frames via a GnuRadio docker container helped overcome the challenge of remote students.
$ nc challenges.ctfd.io 30394 < replay-dos.bin
[+] Welcom3 to FLiP Simulator v1.01
----------- Simulator Results ----------aabb > c0d3 [Seq: 1000] (Len: 4) Echo Request: aGVsbG8K
aabb > c0d3 [Seq: 1000] (Len: 4) Echo Request: aGVsbG8K
aabb > c0d3 [Seq: 1000] (Len: 4) Echo Request: aGVsbG8K
aabb > c0d3 [Seq: 1000] (Len: 4) Echo Request: aGVsbG8K
aabb > c0d3 [Seq: 1000] (Len: 4) Echo Request: aGVsbG8K
>> Identified five frames with src: aabb and seqnum: 1000
>> Implementing FLiP privacy protection (FLiPPP).
>> flag{Things are only impossible until they are not.}

wireless protocols. The �nal lab aggregated the course concepts
and o�ered an opportunity to demonstrate synthesizing the course
knowledge. The instructor prepared a speci�cation and implementation for a novel RF protocol using the GnuRadio software. The speci�cation contained several design �aws, including pre-provisioned
keying, susceptibility to known-plaintext accounts, vulnerability
to denial of service attacks, and sensitive information disclosure.
These vulnerabilities mirrored examples from the course topics, including ZigBee’s pre-provisioned key problem, Microsoft’s �awed
RF keyboard XOR encryption, Bluetooth’s address disclosure, and
802.11 unencrypted management frames. The instructor distributed
the speci�cation and a software library to receive and transmit
frames the week before the lab. Students could make their attack
toolkits, rehearse eavesdropping and processing frames, and thoroughly examine the speci�cation for �awed security designs in
advance of the lab. During the lab, students decrypted provided
signal samples and synthesized samples to force attacks on a remote
simulator. The simulator server o�ered remote connectivity by processing GnuRadio �le sinks, running the protocol library inside a
docker container. Upon a successful attack, the server announced a
�ag as depicted in Listing 2.

4.3

Course Infrastructure

Embracing hands-on labs with remote learning required signi�cant course infrastructure. We capture the radio systems we used
in Table 2. Due to the varying frameworks and software requirements to implement and attack di�erent protocols, we required
eight unique radio systems. We distributed low-cost RTL-SDR radios, RaTL Snake antennas, and Panda WiFi dongles to students
to conduct remote experiments at their homes. Groups used the
HackRF radios when they needed to synthesize and transmit a signal. The instructor used the BladeRF (a full-duplex transceiver) to
construct a GSM base station in the classroom. Other radios served
application-speci�c purposes with the Attify Mote, YardStick One,
Ubertooth, and CrazyRadio radios �ashed with �rmware to attack
ZigBee, Zwave, Bluetooth, and RF keyboard protocols, respectively.
The instructor installed these application-speci�c radios on lab terminals available through a classroom VPN tunnel. We also made
network-capable USRP N210s radios available on the VPN tunnel.

Table 2: Nine di�erent radio systems were required to implement and attack di�erent RF protocols.
Device
RTL-SDR Dongle
Panda WiFi 802.11 Dongle
HackRF SDR
BladeRF SDR
Attify Mote
Yardstick One
Ubertooth One
CrazyRadio Dongle
USRP N210

Purpose
Sub-1 GHz low-cost SDR receiver
802.11 monitor-mode capable radio
Half-duplex SDR
Full-duplex SDR
KillerBee capable radio
KillerZee capable radio
Bluetooth/BLE capable radio
Mousejack capable radio
Networked full-duplex SDR

These networked resources allowed remote students to interact
with the lab as if they were physically present in the classroom.

5

LESSONS LEARNED

This section shares the successes and challenges we experienced
teaching a hands-on mobile and wireless cybersecurity course.

5.1

Successes

Students Enjoy Attacking Themselves: A key insight of our
course was that students enjoy the experience of attacking physical
devices in their environments. We �rst observed this in the rapid
radio reversing lab. Students shared Snapchat videos of their work,
identifying their analysis of car key fobs, garage door openers,
doorbells, power outlets, and remote-controlled cars. Although the
assignment only called for the study of a single device, enthusiasm
for the course material resulted in every team analyzing multiple
devices. The same enthusiasm fueled the student discovery and
reporting of four Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVEs)
during the IoT Firmware and RF Protocol Investigation Labs. Although preparing hands-on experiences presented challenges, our
interactions with students showed they were sincerely motivated
by and appreciated this approach.
Leaving on a High Note: Students gained an authentic experience reading through a protocol speci�cation, identifying novel
vulnerabilities, and developing methods and tools to attack these
vulnerabilities in the �nal lab. This dual-edged approach worked as
the �nal test to measure the student’s ability to synthesize knowledge while also leaving the student with a sense of empowerment
after the course. Both in discussions and exam submissions, student
commented that they felt empowered to investigate vulnerabilities
against the con�dentiality and authentication of a wireless protocol.
The exam included two static questions with instructor provided
tra�c and two dynamic questions that required the students to
craft their tra�c on a simulator. Students performed better on the
dynamic questions by scoring a 99.06% average on these questions,
which tested divergent approaches for students analyzing, evaluating and attacking the protocol. Students. In contrast, student grades
averaged 84.43% on static problems that required them to analyze
and apply an attack against the instructor-provided recordings. We
hypothesize that this may be due to students enjoyed seeing the

impact of their attack in the simulator versus discovering a vulnerability in static �le processing. As future iterations of the course
will be conducted in-person, we look forward to examining how
implementing the protocol on actual hardware will change student
interest.

standard virtual machine complete to our students. This method
allowed the instructor to control the environment and better anticipate and troubleshoot student problems, as discussed in the
previous paragraph.

5.2

In this paper, we presented our undergraduate mobile and wireless
cybersecurity course. Our course balances theory-based instruction
and experiential learning in a cooperative environment. Our course
consists of inter-woven lectures with labs alongside a semester-long
capture-the-�ag competition. Students use software-de�ned-radios
and open-source software to perform contemporary attacks against
radio-frequency RF-enabled hardware, IoT devices, and mobile and
wireless protocols. The course culminated with students attacking
a �awed RF protocol implemented on GnuRadio to allow students
to demonstrate their knowledge synthesis. Due to the impact of the
novel coronavirus, we conducted the class via a remote learning
model. We have shared our experiences, hoping to o�er insight for
instructors who wish to embrace adversarial thinking in a mobile
& wireless cybersecurity course while overcoming the challenge of
remote students.

Challenges

Mixing Adversary Thinking and Cooperative Learning: One
of the critical challenges of conducting cooperative learning is an
instructor’s ability to judge individual student involvement. The
students in our class had varying degrees of prior knowledge, skills,
and abilities. The aspect of remote learning further ampli�ed the
challenge of judging individual e�ort. Throughout the course, we
tried di�erent strategies to enforce e�ective group-work and peer
learning. However, we observed that the success of each group’s
adversary thinking typically relied on a single individual’s ability
to embrace unconventional perspectives and reason. Twenty-�ve
percent of our students possessed these traits, judging by their
performance on the individual capture-the-�ag competition. We
rotated these students among di�erent teams for each lab to facilitate peer-learning. To ensure student grades measured student
outcomes, we conducted the �nal lab as an individual event. We
reserve an analysis of adversary thinking in cooperative learning
environments for future work.
You Can Only Solve Failures You’ve Rehearsed: Virtual and
remote learning can minimize student social anxiety [16]. However,
we discovered that encountering technical challenges during virtual learning can magnify both student and instructor anxiety. For
example, we spent twenty class minutes debugging a troublesome
issue with a GnuRadio block before discovering the problem in
one particular instance. We only solved the case after �nding the
GnuRadio block was detecting a chipset on the student’s RaspberryPi instead of the student-provided radio. Following this negative
experience, we began rehearsing failures. Before each meeting, we
would attempt to identify how students might break the handson lesson or lab. We rehearsed the failure and recorded outcomes
for each type of mistake. We prepared a table of the symptoms
of technical failures for each meeting to allow rapid troubleshooting and minimizing student anxiety through this approach. We
observed that rapidly �xing student technical issues and explaining
the underlying problem bolstered student con�dence and reduced
anxiety.
Standardizing the Environment: A semester-long hands-on examination of mobile and wireless protocols presents a challenge.
Typically, an instructor can overcome these challenges by providing
a standardized classroom lab for experiments. However, amid the
global pandemic, our university chose to o�er classes remotely.
This challenge placed an additional burden on both students and
instructors to ensure access to resources. Further complicating this
problem is that several proof-of-concept tools often rely on deprecated libraries or software. For example, our environment required
three di�erent Python instances, ranging from 2.7 to 3.8, to support everything from the abandoned KillerZee framework to the
current GnuRadio release. After trial and error, we discovered the
best method for providing access to resources was to distribute a

6

CONCLUSION
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